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Aquatuning AT-Protect
Coolant - UV Crystal Blue
5000ml

$28.50

Product Images

Short Description
Ready to use coolant which can be poured into the cooling loop without further mixing or dilution. Specially
developed for closed cooling loops, highly effective and long-term stable anticorrosive for PC cooling systems.
Suitable for loops with multiple different materials (e.g. Copper, brass, Aluminum, plastics, gaskets).

Description
Ready to use coolant which can be poured into the cooling loop without further mixing or dilution. Specially developed for closed
cooling loops, highly eﬀective and long-term stable anticorrosive for PC cooling systems. Suitable for loops with multiple diﬀerent
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materials (e.g. Copper, brass, Aluminum, plastics, gaskets). The corrosion inhibitors work eﬀectively and protect your system over
a long period of time.
Metering is easy, as AT-Protect is ﬁlled into the cooling loop undiluted and without further mixing. To ensure proper functionality of
the coolant no additional dilution (e.g. with water) is permissible. AT-Protect is non-odorous, colourfast and non-ﬂocking.
AT-Protect UV blue contains no Gylsantine or glycol and hence does not reduce the heat absorption of the water. It is hence
perfect for use in high-performance water cooling systems.

Features
Low electrical conductivity
Extra-pure distilled / de-ionized water with an electrical conductivity of 1μS/cm is used in the production of this coolant
Contains additives against algae and corrosion inhibitors
Not aggressive against Acrylic, Acetal, rubber or other gasket materials
Conforms with RoHS regulations

Specifications
Color: Blue
Fluorescence: UV Blue
Content: 5000ml
Warning:
Contains Benzotriazol (non respirable). Keep out of the reach of children. In case of contact rinse immediately with plenty of water
and seek medical advice.
Note: Manufacturing residues in radiators may lead to unwanted reactions, hence this product must be used with cleaned
radiators.
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Additional Information
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Brand

Aquatuning

SKU

AT-30280

Weight

11.0000

Color

UV Blue

Fluid Type

DI Water Based

Volume

5 liter

Vendor SKU/EAN

4049469174422
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